During the design and development of a technological artifact or when such artifact is already in the hands of users, an inspection method can help researchers and practitioners deal with not only usability issues, but also provide a common language to evaluate different design alternatives. The Cognitive Dimensions of Notations framework (CDNf) is a methodological resource designed to identify and discuss cognitive loads imposed by notations. In this six-hour short course, we aim to talk about our experience with CDNf -alone and combined with other HCI methods -and to explore CDNf in practice -with hands-on activities to show participants how it can be a useful resource.
Motivation
Inspection methods are important resources for Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) researchers and practitioners. One of the reasons is that inspection methods are lower-cost evaluation methods -expert-based -than user observation ones. The other reason is that inspection methods can frame evidence collected during inspections in such a way that the evaluator can more easily establish certain relations among various instances and kinds of data [4] ( [8] , pp. 269). During the design and development of a technological artifact -its formative phaseor when the artifact is in the hands of users -its summative phase -an inspection method can help researchers and practitioners to deal with more than just usability issues ( [8] , pp. 271-272). Especially in the design phase, when the notations to communicate with users are being defined by designers and developers, a resource to discuss these new notations can be helpful to identify early problems that can be propagated and cause issues in the technology artifact interaction. The Cognitive Dimensions of Notations framework (CDNf) is a prime candidate for evaluating artifacts dealing with notations. It was proposed to evaluate the usability of information artifacts 1 . It defines a set of design principles (Table 1) for creating or evaluating notations, user interfaces, and programming languages used with information artifacts. This framework provides a common vocabulary for discussing many cognitive factors of such representation-building systems. It aims to improve the quality of discussions and decisions in design and evaluation activity [1] .
Although the application of CDNf for usability inspection have been discussed for more than twenty years ago [6] [7], its motivation topics are still relevant, particularly as a HCI evaluation method: CDNf (a) offers a comprehensible, broadbrush evaluation, (b) uses terms that were readily comprehended by non-specialists, (c) is theoretically coherent, and, especially, (d) distinguishes between the needs of different types of user needs [1] . CDNf as a discussion tool is particularly useful since the cognitive dimensions describe generic aspects of usability, rather than features of the system under study, and leaves the user free to comment on aspects of the system that the designer may not have anticipated [1] .
We have a large experience with inspection methods, especially the CDNf. Throughout Juliana's Ph.D. research and thesis [3] , since 2011, we have been investigating HCI inspection methods.
We have investigated the CDNf application as an isolated method, to discuss specific types of notation: for investigating visualization and insights [2] and for inspecting history visualization interfaces [9] . We also have investigated and evaluated its application combined with other methods, particularly the Semiotic Inspection Method from the Semiotic Engineering theory [3] 
Extended Summary
This six-hours short course will be structure as follows:
(1) Participants' profile survey (online, before course)-get to know participants' experience and interest on inspection methods. 
Audience
This short course targets an audience of enthusiasts in HCI evaluation methods. Students can have a hands-on experience collaborating with experts and more experienced researchers can learn more about CDNf. We aim to provide a practical learning environment, where we will present real-case examples, but will also encourage participants to bring their own contexts of interest. 
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Additional information and details
The course will be held in Portuguese, but all the material provided will be in English like any produced artifacts during the course's dynamics. We will need the following resource for this course: projector with HDMI connection, post-its, flipcharts and whiteboard.
